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INTRODUCTION
Congratulations on getting your hands on this book. I’d say it was a smart move.

This book has been produced for two reasons:

#1. To make it easy for you to find and select from a range of unusual products 
so that you might want to follow reason #2 

#2. You acquire these quality unique products at permanently discounted prices, so 
that I can continue to provide more value when you need it

I am going to be honest with you; it is as simple as that. By making a commitment to get your 
hands on this book you have opened the door to something not available elsewhere. I know 
this will be of benefit to you. The main focus is to supply these items as gifts for birthdays and 

special occasions, but you will discover more things as you read through. 
  I am passionate about what I do and the value it can offer. This is why I have put 

together this  ‘friendly - no pressure’ way of getting my products in front of you.

How, by purchasing this book can you see an immediate benefit?

Let me explain: At the time of writing the world is in a different place than it has ever 
been before. There are huge economic and environmental issues, and world events that 
are already having, and will continue to have an impact on our daily lives. What it leads 
towards are unquestionably difficult times for many, and those harder times invariably 
mean less money to spend on the things we would like to be spending our money on. 
This in turn means there has to be a better way for products and services to get into the 
hands of the people looking for them, and this can only be achieved by leveraging the 

benefits of every purchase situation to create a win/win situation for both seller and 
purchaser. This is my philosophy to help you get the best from what I offer.

Now that you have this catalogue in your hands …
 everything offered inside these pages is 

permanently available to you at discounted prices 

You also get VIP treatment and immediate access to the VIP discount site pages for 
virtually all products. There will be nothing else you have to sign up for, no hoops to 

jump through, and you now have immediate permanent access.

There will be other offers, I will be pitching things from time to time – not everything in 
life can be free, but you will NOT be under any pressure – ever. There are no one-time 

offers where you have to ‘act fast’ or you will miss out completely. If I run a sale or 
special offer it should not require you to do anything other than act if you are interested, 

and do nothing if you are not. 

<  YOUR FREE GIFTS & IMMEDIATE VIP BENEFITS  >>



https://www.designed4printdirect.com/
bitdproductdownloadpagefghjk4.html

YOUR SPECIAL VIP BENEFITS

All the links from this book are safe to visit and direct you to my website or 
third-party reputably run online shop. You will not be shown ads or pop-ups, 
and will always be able to easily return to this PDF. It is your ‘browsing bible’

First, here are the bonus gifts that you are entitled to as an owner of 
this catalogue in case you missed the original download option.

BONUS #1 7 Decades of News, facts and trivia.
Each poster is authentically 'aged' in style and can be downloaded in two sizes, 8x10 and A4.
These make great gifts or even collectables ... you get all 7 files to use as you wish.

BONUS #2 We have provided 
100+ Birthday templates ready 
for you to go and grab to use for 
any birthday. From 1 - 100, each 
year is represented and each 
decade has a slightly different 
style. Ready to be printed on to 
both A4 and US Letter size stock. 

BONUS #3 This Free Birthday Quiz is a potted version of one of 
our top sellers, a personalised birthday quiz that everyone can 
play.
There are 15 questions about the likes, dislikes and habits of the 
recipient; (everyone at a party will usually know the person who 
the party is for.)
While guests formulate their answers, the birthday boy/girl/
brother/sister/mum/dad ... whoever, secretly write down the 
'right' answers.

BONUS #4 Name 3 is our 
own version of a very simple 
fun game for all the family 
for 3+ players.
On your turn you challenge 
other players to name 3 
things in a category of your 
choice over a limited period 
of time. Categories range 
from easy to fairly moderate 
– you can add your own 
topics into the game too.

BONUS #5 This Birthday planner 
will help you keep track of all 
those birthdays you can use our 
products for!

Get them here

https://www.designed4printdirect.com/bitdproductdownloadpagefghjk4.html
https://www.designed4printdirect.com/bitdproductdownloadpagefghjk4.html
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Within the following pages, you will find our products clearly explained and presented 
graphically. The descriptions are followed by Product pages.

On a Product page, clicking on a graphic will take you straight to the item page in the 
VIP DISCOUNTED section of the online shop, not available to the public. You now have 

permanent access to everything directly from this book. 
(All the images on the pages marked with gold arrow icons will take you straight to the product)

NEWSPAPER-STYLE PERSONALISED POSTERS
NEWSPAPER-STYLE PRODUCTS

COLOURFUL CHALK-STYLE PERSONALISED POSTERS
COLOURFUL CHALK-STYLE PRODUCTS

POSTERS FOR DIRECT DOWNLOAD
DIRECTLY DOWNLOADABLE POSTER PRODUCTS

HISTORICAL POSTER RANGE
PERSONALISED BIRTHDAY CARDS

PERSONALISED NEWSPAPER-STYLE BIRTHDAY CARDS
BIRTHDAY CARD PRODUCTS

 BIRTHDAY PARTY QUIZ PACKS
NEWSPAPER-STYLE QUIZ PACKS
WEDDING QUIZZES / PRODUCTS
DECADE TRIVIA PARTY QUIZZES
DECADE TRIVIA QUIZ PRODUCTS

BIRTHDAY & NEWS QUIZ PRODUCTS
GREAT MOMENTS IN SPORT POSTERS

GREAT MOMENTS IN SPORT PRODUCTS

You can access your VIP site directly from the button below as well as 
from each individual product. Use the red text menu to navigate on site.

HOW IT WORKS

Take me there

https://www.designed4printdirect.com/newspaper-style-posters-discount.html
https://www.designed4printdirect.com/newspaper-style-posters-discount.html
https://www.designed4printdirect.com/newspaper-style-posters-discount.html
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PERSONALISED NEWSPAPER 
POSTERS FOR ANY YEAR
Our signature newspaper front page 
styled personalised posters make a 
wonderful gift for a loved one.
They are packed with information 
about the year they represent and are 
given an authentic look with an 
artistically graded ‘aged’ finish  
according to the year. 

Every year from 1920 is available 
with either UK or US-themed news 
and facts. You can request these
with or without a photo, and as 
digital files to print yourself or for a 
physical print to be sent out.

VINTAGE STYLE PERSONALISED
NEWSPAPER POSTER FOR ANY YEAR
We also produce a truly ‘vintage’ style poster. Again, available in either UK or US 
version, and as a digital file to print yourself or as superb high quality professional 
print to be sent out. 

Both are offered in a
range of sizes.

NEWSPAPER STYLE PERSONALISED POSTERS



A CLOSER LOOK
These posters can be 
created with or 
without a photo. 
When a picture is 
included it is 
authentically ‘aged’ 
to match the period 
style. Personal 
details appear on 
the scroll.

THOROUGHLY RESEARCHED DETAIL
Full of information from the year, all our posters are 
full of carefully curated information. Find out just 
what things cost back in the day, what was going on 
in the world, who topped the charts, and much more.

FOR A TRUE 
VINTAGE LOOK

Get a real 
authentic aged 

look with our 
heavily 

personalised 
vintage product.
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DIGITAL PERSONALISED
Digital file for any year to print out yourself. 
UK or US version, in a range of sizes.

PRINTED PERSONALISED
A printed product will be shipped to you. 
Any year, available in a range of sizes.

NEWSPAPER STYLE PRODUCTS

DIGITAL PERSONALISED VINTAGE
Digital file to print out yourself UK 
version. Available in a range of sizes

DIGITAL PERSONALISED VINTAGE
Digital file to print out yourself US 
version. Available in a range of sizes

PRINTED PERSONALISED VINTAGE
A printed product will be shipped to 
you. Available for ANY year and in a 

range of sizes

PLEASE NOTE: Shipping outside of the 
UK takes longer and will invariably       

cost more.

We can also produce custom versions 
for different countries. Please visit the 

shop or ask for more details.
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PRINTED PERSONALISED
A printed product will be shipped to you. 
Available in a range of sizes

NEWSPAPER STYLE PRODUCTS
PRINTED PERSONALISED FRAMED

A  printed product will be shipped to 
you. Available in a range of sizes, all 

years available. 
A choice of two frame styles.

PLEASE NOTE: Shipping to UK mainland 
only, delivery times are slightly longer 

than a standard unframed print.

‘THEN AND NOW’
DIGITAL PERSONALISED POSTER

Celebrate a special year with a 
comparison to times of today. 

Digital file to print out yourself, UK or 
US version. Available in a range of sizes. 

Any year can be chosen, the feature of 
the poster is to  compare that year 

to the current year 

‘THEN AND NOW’
PRINTED PERSONALISED POSTER

Celebrate a special year and 
compare to today with a print that will 

be shipped out to you. 
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COLOURFUL STYLE
Based on traditional 
chalkboard styles we 
produce these beautiful 
informative colourful 
posters in a range of 
colours and a couple of 
style variations. These make 
great personalised gifts for 
any occasion.

ANY SIZE
A range of sizes is available from 8”x10” 
to 16”x20”, including the ‘A’ sizes.
These can be ordered as digital files or as 
prints to be sent out to you.
The imagery is created with bright vibrant 
colours. Line widths, font sizes and styles 
are carefully selected so that they will 
print out sharply on any decent printer.

WITH OR WITHOUT A 
PICTURE

Again, these can be 
produced with or 
without a picture of the 
special person. 
Layout is adjusted 
accordingly.

COLOURFUL CHALK STYLE PERSONALISED POSTERS
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COLOURFUL CHALK STYLE PRODUCTS

DIGITAL PERSONALISED
Digital file to print out yourself. UK or 
US version.  Available in a range of 
colours and sizes.

PRINTED PERSONALISED
A printed product will be shipped to you. 
Available in a range of colours and sizes.

The main headers are always in Gold, 
but you can choose your colour for the 
secondary text from 8 vibrant tones. 
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POSTERS FOR DIRECT DOWNLOAD
YOU CAN GET THESE IN YOUR HANDS IMMEDIATELY …
As well as personalised products there might be times when you just want 
something that you can either give as a gift or just keep yourself as an interesting 
‘collectable’. Whatever your requirement, you may want it quickly and to be 
relatively inexpensive.

These posters are available 
unpersonalised as direct downloads. 
Many years are available in UK and 

US versions. If you don’t see the year 
you want, tell us and we will aim to 

produce one for you specially.

All the detail of the main facts and 
news of the year is retained in 
these posters.
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DIRECTLY DOWNLOADABLE POSTER PRODUCTS

INSTANT DOWNLOAD
Newspaper style posters available for 
several individual years back to 1920

Check out the complete range by 
visiting the Direct Downloads 
page on the site

INSTANT DOWNLOAD
Colourful chalkboard-style posters 
available for several individual years 

Check out the complete range 
by visiting the Direct 
Downloads page on the site

INSTANT DOWNLOAD
Historical newspaper style front page 
posters for the decade

Check out the complete range 
on our Direct Downloads page 
on the site
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HISTORICAL POSTER RANGE

INSTANT DOWNLOAD

As digital files you can 
download these historical 
posters right away.

Authentic printed copies 
are mailed out the same 
or next day.

MANY USES
As well as making an unusual present, 
these posters appeal to scrapbook 
makers and collecters.

They make great themes for the walls of 
public houses or club rooms and are a 
useful educational aid for teaching 
history.

A BEAUTIFULLY AUTHENTIC FEEL
Our historical posters are artistically produced in a 
style that encapsulates the main news and facts from 
the time in a way that gives them a real authentic 
presebce. 
Some contain specialised subject matter.
All are thoroughly researched and are available as 
digital files to download and print. Some eof these 
can also be purchased as prints.



PERSONALISED BIRTHDAY CARDS

WHO DO YOU KNOW WHO HAS A 
BIRTHDAY COMING UP?

Our colourful birthday card range 
makes a fun unusual addition to 

anyone’s special day.
Designed with specific colour formats 

for both ‘Him’ or ‘Her’ these vibrant  
beautifully printed cards contain 

interesting facts from the year.

ATTENTION TO DETAIL

They include things like prices, statistics… 
who was in the charts, who won what in 
sport, and what films were the big box 
office hits of the time.

The detail extends to providing a printed 
message inside too if you wish.       

The cards come with an envelope, but if 
you wish, these cards can be sent directly to 
the recipient, just be sure to give their 
address with the order.

We only offer these as prints and currently 
only ship to the UK mainland



PERSONALISED NEWSPAPER STYLE BIRTHDAY CARDS

A BIRTHDAY IS BIG NEWS …

A condensed version of our 
news posters is available as a 
unique personalised Birthday 
card.

All years are available and are 
sent out within 48 hours of 
ordering, so if you are looking 
for that special little extra 
touch, make a loved one smile 
when they receive one of these 
authentic-looking aged vintage 
cards. 

WE MAKE IT EASY

Maybe you want to receive this 
yourself, maybe you want it 
sent directly to the recipient?

We will post out to whatever 
address you ask for, and, if you 
like  you can include a message 
to be printed inside.

All our cards come in a                     
hard-backed envelope              
and you can request a plain 
white envelope to be 

included if you are gifting this 

directly yourself. 
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 BIRTHDAY CARD PRODUCTS
PRINTED BIRTHDAY CARD
Request a card for a loved 
one  …
for Nan, Gran, Mum, Dad or 
Uncle Jim

For Her

PRINTED BIRTHDAY CARD

For Him

PRINTED BIRTHDAY CARD

For a more vintage look then 
how about  a newspaper  
style birthday card
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 BIRTHDAY PARTY QUIZ PACKS

EVERYBODY LOVES A QUIZ
So you want to make the 
party a success but all the 
usual things have been 
taken care of, and maybe 
you are still stuck for that 
little extra gift?

What can you bring to the 
party?

The answer might be one 
of our Birthday or Special 
event Trivia Quizzes

A Printed personalised 
quiz pack with recipient’s 
name appearing on the 
front and on the main quiz 
sheet.

‘How well do you know the 
Birthday Boy or Girl?

15 questions anyone can 
answer about the person, while 
secretly, the birthday Boy/Girl 
is filling out their answers!

The pack includes a personalised cover and a 
score sheet inside.
The special addition to these packs are 2 
Decade General knowledge quizzes

You can choose any 2 decades when you 
order, these will be added to your pack.
Answer sheets and secret envelopes AND 
certificates are all provided

The pack 
contains 
10 sets

FANTASTIC VALUE!



https://
www.designed4print
direct.com/store/
p439/Trivia-
quizzes.html 

NEWSPAPER STYLE QUIZ PACKS
EXPANDABLE 

‘NEWS OF THE CENTURY’ QUIZ

Printed onto a matte-coated card this 
newspaper-styled quiz pack contains cards 
for every decade of the last 100 years.
This product bears the same authenticity as 
our other newspaper-based products.

Each card contains 20 questions on a range 
of subject areas for the decade. 

Some questions are multiple-choice. 

CHOOSE YOUR CONTENTS
You choose which decades to 
include. You can have from 3 to all 
10, that’s 30 = 100 questions!

The answers are in small discreet 
print on the reverse side of the 
sheets.

The quiz comes packaged with a 
sedate-looking cover.
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 WEDDING PARTY QUIZ PACKS
EVERYBODY LOVES A QUIZ
If you want something a bit 
different to add that really 
special touch then why not 
go the whole hog and run 
a completely inclusive 
quiz for all ages.

This quiz is ideal to be 
played on tables in teams 
of 3-6. It can run in the 
background while the 
reception is going on or 
take place among evening 
guests. It makes a great 
conversation starter.

The packs are beautifully 
produced on high quality 
heavy-weight paper and 
are personalised to include 
the bride and groom’s 
name (with a few subtle 
questions for them to 
answer in advance of the 
day itself!)

 WEDDING PARTY QUIZ PRODUCTS

There are two versions. The 
standard version also includes 
a ‘Children’s quiz if required.

The Elite version includes 
optional questions from across 
the decades to cater for 
different age groups of guests. 
There is a separate children’s 
quiz included too.

Including one of these in your 
wedding plans can bring 
something really special to the 
party.

STANDARD WEDDING QUIZ

ELITE WEDDING QUIZ
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DECADE TRIVIA PARTY QUIZZES

PRINTABLE DIGITAL FILE 
TRIVIA QUIZ PACKS

See all of our Decade Quiz 
range here.

Availabe for immediate  
download 

 QUIZ  PRODUCTS

WHAT’S INCLUDED

Nearly 70 questions spread over 7 interesting fun games covering the decade. Can you 
Name the Star? Remember when things came out? Match the artist to the song and the 
film star to the film? ‘The  Price is Right’ challenges you to remember what things cost.
There are questions about technology, trivia, entertainment, as well as some straight 
general knowledge. Fully UK AND US compatible. All the questions have options … 
you won’t be left out in the cold!

The files are printable in colour OR black and white to save ink, and come in small 
format as well as regular paper sizes.  Sizes: A4, A5, 8.5x11 and 5x7.  
Easily print out your quiz the way you want to use it.

Everybody loves a quiz, and we 
love making them.

These multi-subject trivia quizzes 
are available for several decades:

1940 - 2010 and are suitable 
for US and UK use.
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 DECADE TRIVIA QUIZ  PRODUCTS
PRINTABLE DIGITAL FILE TRIVIA QUIZ PACKS

You can see all of our Decade Quiz range here. Availabe for immediate  download 
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 BIRTHDAY & NEWS QUIZ  PRODUCTS

PRINTED & PERSONALISED
Full Personalised Birthday 
Quizzes for any age.
(2 5-question Decade’ 
quizzes are included).

PRINTED & PERSONALISED
Personalised Birthday Quiz 
pack SHORT version for 
any age.

(Doesn’t contain the             
Decade Quizzes)

NEWS OF THE CENTURY
DELUXE QUIZ PACK

Choose your content and get 
this beautifully produced 
printed Quiz pack sent out 
to you 
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GREAT MOMENTS IN SPORT POSTERS

Sporting achievements revisited 
with a ‘news style’ report from the 

time complemented with a piece of 
original digital artwork to capture 

the moment

A SPECIAL GIFT FOR A LOVED ONE …
These make fantastic unique gifts that 
perfectly capture the flavour of the moment. 

The newspaper report contains some little-
known facts and is written in the style of 
the time.

HIGH QUALITY ORIGINAL ARTWORK …

Superbly produced original artwork made into posters that come in a large range of 
sizes. Stylish frames can also be included.
These posters can be displayed in a set or individually and make great collectable gifts 
for any sports enthusiast.

We are still building this collection and will add poular requested items as soon as 
our artists can produce them. 

What is your greatest moment in sport?
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GREAT MOMENTS IN SPORT PRODUCTS

Two prints available 
Order separately and

choose your style

Available as just prints 
or with Mahogany or 

Light oak styled frame

BREAKING THE 4 MINUTE MILE 1954

ENGLAND WIN RUGBY WORLD CUP 2003

THE ‘REDS’ TREBLE-WINNING CHAMPIONS LEAGUE 1999

THE ‘BLUES’ WIN UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE 2021

Two prints available 
Order separately and

choose your style

Available as just prints 
or with Mahogany or 

Light oak styled frame

Two prints available 
Order separately and

choose your style

Available as just prints 
or with Mahogany or 

Light oak styled frame

Two prints available 
Order separately and

choose your style

Available as just prints 
or with Mahogany or 

Light oak styled frame
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* * * * *

I hope you have seen something you like in these pages.
Remembering times from back in the day is a very personal 

experience and different things resonate with each of us.

 We are passionate about producing quality products that can 
serve as long-lasting souvenirs that capture a moment in time.

If there is something missing, please let us know. We are always 
looking to grow our collections.

Tom@Backintheday.info

What People are Saying about Us

I was kept updated throughout the entire 

processing stage asking questions and 

ensuring the poster was as ordered. I was 

so happy with my product I ordered 3 

items. I would highly recommend these 

dated posters as a gift. They are so 

personal and of top quality. 

Thank you so much.

Absolutely brilliant, my daughter will love it. Great 30th Birthday gift. Thank you so much, so helpful. Would definitely recommend this seller and product. Thank you again for all your help.

This is the second order I've had from BITD and both are perfect. Bought as 

birthday presents and the recipients were both very happy with the gifts (I 

printed and framed them). I messaged to ask for them to be speedy as I didn't 

leave myself a lot of time, and by the time I'd sent the message, the items  

were already in my inbox!

You can see more at: https://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/BackinthedayD4P

https://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/BackinthedayD4P

